This paper studies the classification of gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) with machine learning and radiomics methods. The highlight of the paper is that combining features extracted from computed tomography (CT) images by radiomics and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used in classification task. It's different from the previous radiomics-only methodology including tumor intensity, tumor shape, tumor texture and wavelet features. In the paper, deep neural networks (DNN) U-Net and Res-Net realize high-level features extraction. The classifiers based on random forest (RF) and gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) are trained with combining features extracted from computed tomography images. The experiments show that the combining features are effective biomarkers to discriminate benign and malignant GIST. The performance (accuracy 81%, precision 78%, recall 83%) of the classifier is validated on 50 instances.
INTRODUCTION
GIST is originated in Cajal stromal cells and express tyrosine kinase growth factor receptor CD117 and CD34 1. The incidence of GIST is about 10 to 20 cases per million people, of which 20% to 30% are malignant 2. The early detection rate of GIST is unsatisfactory due to the concealed appearance and the lack of specific oncological indicators. Due to the obvious heterogeneity and diverse biological behaviors, it's a vital clinical problem 3.
As tumors are spatially and temporally heterogeneous, radiomics was proposed which indicated medical images contained a lot of effective information 4. With radiomics, medical images can be converted to data including intensity, shape, texture and wavelet features. These medical image features provide a novel powerful tool for pre-diagnosis and prognosis of radiation therapy. Cui And they extend the model to detect 14 diseases in the dataset ChestX-ray14 and achieve a state of the art result. U-Net, 3D U-Net and V-Net are used in segmentation to locate region of interest (ROI) or volume of interest (VOI) 22,23,24. In this paper, we study the classification of GIST with machine learning and radiomics methods. We innovatively introduce the abstract features extracted by CNNs and combine the radiomics features to achieve differentiation between benign and malignant GIST. The classification task is realized by random forest and gradient boosting decision tree. The performance of the classifier is satisfying and robust. The accuracy, precision and recall are 81%, 78% and 83%, respectively.
DATASET AND METHODS

Dataset
Ethical approval was obtained for this retrospective analysis. The GIST patients' CT images were provided by Fudan University Cancer Hospital. In total, 101 patients compose the primary cohort. The ROI of every CT image was located by two professional radiologists with ITK-SNAP tool 25. And the ROIs of one GIST patient compose the VOI for radiomics. The ROI and the VOI of an example are shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2. The original level of GIST was labeled by NIH2008, WHO and AFIP, respectively. In this research, the GISTs identified 'low' level, '2' or less level and '10%' or less by NIH2008, WHO and AFIP, respectively, are labeled with '0' and the rest are labeled with '1'. A fraction of GISTs annotated with binary label are shown in Table 1 . 
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Select Features and Reduce Dimension
Pearson's correlation coefficient is used to analyze the features correlation. The Pearson's correlation coefficient of two variable is defined as equation 1.
, ,
ρ is the correlation coefficient, cov is the covariation function, E is the expectation function, σ is the standard deviation, μ is the average value. Usually, the equation 2 is used to estimate the Pearson's correlation coefficient.
r is the correlation coefficient, , is the average value.
GIST Classification
After dimension reduction, the remaining features compose the signature which is regarded as the input of the classifiers. The classifiers are based on linear regression (LR), RF, GBDT, DNN and multi-model, respectively. The performance of the classifiers is evaluated by receiver operating characteristic curve, confusion matrix, accuracy, precision and recall.
RESULTS
Dimension Reduction Based on Features Correlation
The Pearson's correlation coefficient matrix is shown in Fig 5. To insure the independency of features, 70% features are chosen by Pearson's correlation coefficient. In addition, the features are binarized and rarefied which is shown in Table 2 . 
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DISCUSSION
GIST is a significant threat. The early detection rate of GIST is unsatisfactory because of the concealed appearance and the lack of specific oncological indicators. Due to the obvious heterogeneity and diverse biological behaviors, it's a vital clinical problem. In this paper, the radiomics and deep learning are utilized to distinguish the benign and malignant GIST. The features of CT images are extracted by radiomics and DNN. After features selection, a feature signature is defined as the input for the classifiers. The U-Net and ResNet are utilized to extract abstract and highlevel features from CT images. The multi-classifier based on random forest and gradient boosting decision tree has a satisfying performance on test data set.
In this paper, because the small data set is a great difficulty, the transfer learning is used to extracted high-level features. The preceding U-Net and ResNet have been pre-trained on ImageNet data set. In future studies, more GIST data will be collected to achieve a better generalization performance on unseen GIST CT images.
